
Before the activity:
Print out the pages and cut out the cards. That's it! 

 
During the activity:

Choose the cards that are appropriate for your child. If they are only starting to combine two words together,
or if they are not yet combining, only take the cards with a subject + a verb.                   If your child is

combining more often or is starting to make small sentences, you can use all of the cards 
(subject + verb                 and subject + verb + object                     ). 

Hide 4 to 5 cards around the room. Ask your child to look for them. If you want, you could even close the
lights and look for the cards with a flashlight! 

When your child finds a card, ask them what they see on there. According to what they say, you can then
model a complete sentence for them. For example, if your child says "me jump", you can answer "You are

jumping! The boy is jumping!" You can model different types of sentences, for example with nouns (ex: the
girl), pronouns (she) or names (Anna). 

At 2 years old, children start to combine two words together. During play, children should be able to repeat one word
of the adult's modelled sentence or combine two words together (ex: me jump). This activity will allow your child to
be exposed to a simple sentence structure appropriate for their level of development, as well as different verbs. At 2
and a half, children should be able to combine two words together to make a sentence (ex: me jump or mommy
jump). Your model will show them the appropriate word order and the conjugated verb.  

At 3 years old, children should be able to make small 3-4 word sentences. At 3 and a half, children can use
determiners (the boy, a baby) or pronouns (he, she). 

If your child has difficulty with this task and their abilities do not resemble 
the explanation above, consult a Speech-Language Pathologist. 
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Making Short Sentences

What to expect



The boy eats pizza

The boy eats

eats a bananaThe girl

a 
sandwich

The girl

The girlThe boy

drinks water

reads a book listens to music



The boy

The boy

The boy

The girl

The girl

The baby

plays hockey plays  guitar

swims writes

runs cries



The girl

The girl The girl

The boy The boy

The childrensings dance

jumps walks

sleeps skates


